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ELECTRIC POWER AND POWER EOULPMENT 

BRIEFS 

SAYAN-SHUSHENSK STATION--Sayanogorsk, TASS--A hydrogenerator rotor has been 
installed in the shaft of the third aggregate of the Sayan-Shushensk hydro- 
electric power station. The station's first two hydrowenerators are already 
operating. [Excerpt] [Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 

14 Nov 79 p 1] 

NEW HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER LINE--Alma-Ata--A system of rural high-voltage power 
lines averaging about five hundred kilometers in length has been constructed 

in the Yushnoye Pribalkhash'ye area. A large number of Livestock-raising 
and rice-growing enterprises have changed to centralized energy supply. 
Since the beginning of the year more than ten thousand kilometers of new 
rural high-voltage power lines have been under construction in Kazakhstan. 

[Text] [Moscow SEL'SKAYA ZHIZ)/' in Russian 20 Nov 79 p 1] 

INGUIRI GES TURBOGENERATOR--The fourth and last hydraulic turbogenerator unit 
is almost completely mounted on the Inguiri hydroelectric power station, the 
largest such station in the Transcaucasus. The aggregate should be operational 
on 20 December. [Excerpt] [Moscow SOTSLALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 

17 Nov 79 p 1) 

NEW RURAL HIGH-VOLTAGE LINE--Belgorod, TASS--A new 110,000 volt power line has 

been put under load in Belgorodskaya oblast. Current from the Novoronezhsk 
nuclear power station is flowing into specialized suburban industrial facili- 
ties. Since the beginning of the current five-year plan 26,000 kilometers of 
high-voltage power lines have been laid in rural areas. During this time the 
power supply per production unit to kolkhozes and sovkhozes has almost tripled. 

[Text] [Moscow IZVESTIYA in Russian 11 Nov 79 p 1] 

KEGUMNS HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATION--Riga--All aggregates of the Kegums GES 
are producing industrial current. This hydroelectric power station, the 
oldest in Latvia, was reconstructed in a short time; already three turbines 

have been added to the four existing turbines. Now the station will produce 
wice as much electric power. [Text] [Moscow PRAVDA in Russian 2 Nov 79 p 1] 

ARMYANSK AES CONSTRUCTION--Metsamor, Armyansk SSR--The first unit of the 
\rmyansk nuclear power station is operating. The second unit, powered by 
+10,000 kilovolts, should be installed by 22 December. The fourth turbo-set 
is being assembled. The 250,000 kilovolt-ampere transformer units are being 
mounted. The station is located in an area of high seismic activity, which 
wiil demand special caution in construction. [Text] [Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA 
[NDUSTRIYA in Russian 21 Oct 79 p e] 
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MISTORY, DEVELOPMENT OF PETROCHEMICAL RESEARCH 

Moscow NEFTEPERERABOTKA | NEFTEKHIMIYA in Russian No 10, Oct 79 pp 29-33 

‘Article by VNilneftekhim Director G. A. Lastovkin: "VNIIneftekhim's 

contribution to the development of Soviet Petrochemistry" | 

Text | VNilneftekhim [All-Union Scientific-Research Institute of Petro- 
chemical Processes! is 5O years old in October 1979. In that time the insti- 

tute has become one of the key sector scientific-research organizations 

involved in the development and adoption of new technological processes 

in petrochemistry. 

The institute has worked out the scientific-theoretical and technical 
principles of large-scale technological processes. They include the 

catalytic reforming of straight-run gasoline fractions to obtain high- 
ectane components of vehicle gasolines and aromatic hydrocarbons. The 

institute's applications have been used to design and build dozens of 
industrial installations for the production of high-octane components, with 
capacities ranging from 300,000 to 1 million tons of feedstock per year. 
With subsequent extraction, many of the catalytic reforming plants are 

producing the aromatic hydrocarbons benzene, toluene, and xylewes. 

The institute's applications have been used to build a number of plants 
for the isomerization of pentane and the pentane-hexane fraction to produce 
both the high-octane components of motor gasolines and isopentane, the 
feedstock for isoprene. 

ne of the institute's biggest accomplishments is the development and 
introduction of an industrial process for synthesizing isoprene from 

isobutylere and formaldehyde. A world first, this process has made it 

»ossible for the Soviet Union to become almost fully independent of 
foreign markets and avoid the exporting [sic] of natural rubber. 
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development of low-waste technology; in the next few years this will mak 

it possible to reduce amounts of waste water and wastes and to develop 

and introduce petrochemical operations and whole petrochemical complexes 

employing water recycling--that is, without discharging waste water into 

bodies of water. 

Successful resolution of ‘hese complex problems will make it possible to 

protect the environment against pollution by atmospheric emissions, waste 

water, and petrochemical! wastes. 

A branch of VNIIneftekhim located in Krasnodar has been making a big 

contribution toward the development and introduction of various processes, 

especially catalytic reforming. 

The high level of the institute's scientific research is attested by its 

international reputation. VNIilneftekhim's technological processes (catal- 
ytic reforming, isomerization, and isoprene synthesis) are being used on an 

industrial scale in a number of socialist and capitalist countries. At 

prese~’ a number of new facilities or expanded ones are being planned or 
built abroad. Eleven licenses have been sold on the basis of the institute's 

pec ific wions. 

VNiineftekhim is involved in active scientific-technical collaboration 

with many of the world's countries. It has concluded active agreements 

with firms and organizations of the United States, France, Bulgaria, h ngary, 

the GDR, and Czechoslovakia. These agreements are serving as the basis for 
resolving vital problems of developing radically new technologies in the 
production of aromatic hydrocarbons, the higher aliphatic alcohols, the 

higher olefin hydrocarbons, and so on. 

For achieving the highest results in all-union socialist competition, and 

for improving production effectiveness and work quality and successfully 
completing the national economy plan in 1976, the institute was awarded 
the challenge Red Banner of the CPSU CC, the USSR Counsil of Ministers, the 

AUCCTU, and the Komsomol CC. 

The institute has frequently participated in the "SSR Exhibition of 
Achievements of the USSR Nation Economy, where its works have won many 

gold, silver, and bronze medals. 

These data testify that VNIIneftekhim has been highly successful in 
introducing new industrial technologies. Now on the threshold of its 50th 
anniversary, however, we must do more than merely total up the results and 
comment on the institute's accomplishments. It is no less vital to 

determine the factors that promote these achievements, determine the par- 

ticular “form of success," and study the history of the institute's devel- 

pment and how its traditions came to be. 
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The expat : f this work led ¢t extremely important results. in 1934, 

} Le * Kiv and G. D. Kamusher for the [first time detected the dehydro- 

rs t f paraffin hydrocarbons on heterogenous catalysts. 

way to processes of hydroformylation and later on to 

italy n platinum catalysts. 

1936, M. 5S. ‘lemtsov and his colleagues for the first time detected the 

mogenous King reaction of individual hydrocarbons under the direct 

afiu 1 yaroy incger pressure. Then a similar reaction was accom- 

plishe ror ti rirst t tm na neterogenous catalyst via vapor-phase re- 

jing of petroleum fractions. This work made it possibie to deliberate ry 
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ther important t of this research was expanded efforts on the 

hydrogenation finishing of fuels and oils. In 1940-1941, GIVD developed 
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nusual character of the research and the practical implementation 

pr . inder high pressure required the development of special 
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ivs, GIVI nducted research on a broad front to design and test equipment. 

mn the isi f the work done above on hydrogen corrosion, GIVD set up 

» special design bureau headed by A. V. Babushkin. He and B. A. Korndorf, 
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The development of Soviet industry was highly influenced by work on the 

glycol cycle (V. V. Kedrinskiy and colleagues). Khimgaz proposed effective 

methods of synthesizing dichloroethane and dichloroethyl ether (calorex) 

also methods of synthesizing vinyl chloride from dichloroethane. Special 

mention should be made of the technology of synthesizing alkylene chloro- 
aydrins and the corresponding oxides of the lower olefins. This research 

served as the basis for an industrial technology of synthesizing dicthylene- 

2ly.ol, cellosolve, and isobutyl cellosolve. From 1931 through 1936 and 

longer, right up until industrial installations went into operation, Khimgaz 
was turning out considerable quantities of oxides of olefins, glycols, 

morpholine, cellosolve, and other glycol cycle products. 

Of special interest is Khimgaz's work in synthetics based on alkylenes using 
sulfuric acid (A. V. Frost, M. 8. Markovich, and S. A. Nazarov). It in- 

cluded alkylation of isobutane with olefins, the production of diisopropyl 

ether, and the synthesis of isobutane with olcfins, the production of 

diisopropyl ether, and the synthesis of ethyl, isopropyl, and sec-butyl 
alcohols. Researchers of that time deserve much credit for developing a 
technology using diluted acid, which simplified the regeneration stage and 
the overall equipment design. It is interesting to note that in that 
period--1933-1934--Khimgaz's experimental plant was turning out batches of 
secondary and tertiary butyl alcohols for broad testing and possible use as 
stabilizers of gasohol motor fuel. 

Khimgaz's alcohol cycle included work on synthesizing aldehydes and ketones 

(V. V. Kedrinskiy and A. A. Bocharov). Thanks to this research it was 
possible before the war to develop a technology for oxidating isopropanol 

into acetone with a yield of 96 percent. This work, like the research into 
synthesizing alkyl chlorides, especially chloroethyl, became especially 

important during the war. 

GIVD and Khimgaz worked intensively during the Great Patriotic War. 
Evacuated to Ufa and Saratov, the scientists got quickly to work on vital 
defense assignments. 

Soon after returning to Leningrad and restoring the experimental base, GIVD 
and VNiIiKhimgaz were soon merged and subordinated to the Main Administration 

of Gas Fuel Industry, after which the research proceeded mainly along lines 
of artificial liquid fuel as well as synthesis on the basis of CO-hydrogen 

gas. 

VNIIT. Created in the 1930's after the war VNIIT was reoriented toward 
problems of shale refining. In collaboration with Lengiprogaz [Leningrad 
State Project-Planning Institute for Gas}, created in 1945, the institute 

pioneered in the development of a new industrial technology for processing 

Baltic shale. Its research data were used in planning and building shale 
refining installations unequalled in the world for the production of high- 
calorie nousehold gas and liquid fuel. 



Large-scale shale refining combines were built i khtla-Yarve a 

on the basis of this technology; they played a major role in the installa- 

tion of gas systems in Leningrad and Tallin in the late i940's. 

A vital delection in VNIIT's work was research into the recovery and detoxi- 

fication of waste water, because this problem is closely linked 

technology of pyrogenetic processing of solid fuels. Later on VNIIT's 
experience in this field proved to be extremely useful to the integrat: 

development of petrochemical processes. 

A brief look at the work of GIVD, VNilkhimeaz, and VNIIT testifies t th 

rich traditions of VNIIneftekhim. They include tne extremely high , f 

theoretical level of GIVD, the thorough kinetic and physicai-chemica! 

perience in the pr cessing of solid and liquid fuels. These ins 

also distinguishec by a striving to utilize the results of theoretical! 

methodological research in resolving problems of application. 

research done by Khimgaz, and VNLIIT's technological and pyrogenet 

This is the reason why they have so many highly-effective applicati 

their credit. 

Another distinguishing feature is the integrated character of their ie 

tific research and applications, including thoroughg ing project ign, 

technical-economic, and experimental investigation. Mention should 5s 

of the close ties between the scientists and the industrial enterori 

their concerted efforts toward the end results. 

In preparing for the institute's 50th anniversary, we should mention the 
contribution made by former and present staff members of the institut 

Soviet petrochemistry and shale refining. 

They include Academicians N. N. Vorozhtsov and G. A. Razuvayev, correspondir 
members V. V. Ipat'yev, A. V. Frost, and A. F. Dobryanskiy, honored 

scientists and technicians of the RSFSR State Prize Winner A. A. Vvedenskiy 

and Professor ). M. Rudkovskiy, Lenin Prize Winner Professor M. S. Nempsov, 

Twice State Prize Winner Professor B. L. Moldavskiy, State Prize winners 

Professor G. N. Maslyanskiy, Professor V. K. Tsyskovskiy, and Engineer I. R. 

Osadchenko, professors S. Z. Levin, I. I. Zelenin, Yu. I. Arcnakov, Il. I. 
R. Bursian and D. V. Mushenko, 

i 
~~ 

loffe, doctors of technical sciences N. R 

candidates of sciences G. M. Osmolovskiy, Yu. A. Bitepazh, E. S. Bezmozgin, 

V. V. Shipikin, S. S. Semenov, S. K. Ogorodnikov, A. L. Shapiro, M. I. 

Yakushkin, O. Ye. Batalin , A. L. Fedorov, A. P. Rusanov, V. N. Pokorskiy, 

M. N. Yablochkina, Yu. D. Xernos, and many others. 

Je can express firm confidence that the collective of VNIIneftekhim, which 
aiso has rich scientific traditions and a highly-qualified staff of ien- 

‘ific and engineering cadres, will honorably complete the targets deriving 
trom the decisions of the 25th CPSU Congress. (22 May 1979), 

Tsentral'nyy nauchno-issledovatel'skiy institut informatsii 
i tekhniko-ekonomicheskikh issledovaniy neftepererabat yvayushchey 
i neftekhimicheskoy promyshlennosti, 1979 
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PETROCHEMICAL INSTITUTE'S WORK 

Moscow NEFTEPERERABOTKA I NEFTEKHIMIYA in Russian No 10, Oct 79 pp 34-36 

“Article by A. N. Davydov, M. L. Kolesov, I. A. Sadchikov, and Ye. B. 

Tsyrkin (VNiIneftekhim): "Economic Effectiveness of VNIIneftekhim's 
Scientific-Research Work" | 

Text | VNIlIneftekhim is the carrier of the best traditions of Leningrad's 
petrochemical workers, having made a worthy contribution to the creation 

and develooment of USSR's petrochemical industry. 

The results of the institute's scientific-research work are in wide use in 
the economy. At present the institute's applications account for an annual 
nationwide production of about 20 million tons of different products total- 

ing more than one billion rubles in value, comprising around 14 percent of 
the volume of output produced by enterprises of Soyuznefteorgsintez [All- 

Union Petroleum Organic Synthesis Production Association]. The percentage 
of this kind of project is rising constantly: In the past five years alone 

the indicator has risen by 28 percent. 

At present more than 70 percent of the goods produced in the USSR on the 
basis of the institute's applications bear the State Emblem of Quality. 

This is more than three times greater than the average for Soyuznefteorgsintez. 

In the 50 years of the institute's existence, about 150 industrial 
facilities have gone into operation on the basis of its fundings. Most of 
them have been created in the past 20 years--since the May 1958 CPSU CC 
Plenum, which launched the chemicalization of the USSR's national economy. 

In the past 15-20 years, the institute has developed and introduced into 
industry a number of hydrocarbon refining processes designed to provide the 
national econory with components of motor vehicle gasolines and valuable 
petrochemical semi-finished goods and monomers. At present, for example, 

there are more than 80 catalytic reforming plants in the country, whose 

capacity has more than tripled in that period. The country has five gaso- 

line fraction issomerization facilities providing the economy with high- 

octane vehicle gasoline components and isopentane. 

10 



The USSR's first oxosynth 

basis of the institute's specificat Ss; i \ 

of installations producing butyl alcohols in th 

In the near future Perm'nefteorgsintez Perm' Pe! 

Production Association, will put int peration a large industrial 

to produce 2-ethylhexanol and butyl alcohols by th synthe 

The Eighth Five-Year Plan saw the start-up of the first facilities 

synthesize isoprene from isobutylene and formaldehyde using VNiinefrek 

technology. In tne years since then, the capacity of facili 

isoprene by this method has practically doubled. 

No less important among the institute's processes is that for extracting 

aromatic hydrocarbons from reforming catalysts. ‘Today the untry has more 

than 20 operational catalytic reforming installations providing 

extraction of aromatic hydrocarbons. 

In addition to these processes, other installations in the ntry are 

using the institute's applications to obtain the higher alinhat i} 
C,n7C,,-, methylethylketone, and other vaiuable petrochemical pr: 
10 16 

Carrying out the decisions of the 24th and 25th CPSU congresses in the Nintl 

and Tenth five-year plans the institute's Llective ncentrated it it 

tion chiefly on problems of remodeling and modernizing existing petr 
chemical facilities. In 1971-1975, for example, catalytic reforming in 
stallations in most refineries were converted from AP-55 catalyst | Ts 

generation AP-64 catalyst. The introduction of the new 

possible to resolve a vital economic task--that of providing the country 

with AI-93 gasoline. The conversion to AP-64 catalyst lso proved effecti 

in the case of reforming installations producing aromatic hydroca 

Starting in 1975, the catalytic reforming installations began to introdu 

third-generation catalysts of the KR type developed by the instit » Ta 

conversion of existing reforming plants from the AP-54 catalysts to KR-type 
catalysts is being accomplished with practically no a dditional capital 

sutlays. At the same time, the new catalysts are less tly and last 

longer--1.5 to 2 times longer; they also produc: high yield of | er 
products. At present, about one-fourth of the existing reforming plant: 

have been converted to the KR catalysts 

The economic effect gained from introducing the production and use of 

italysts adds up to tens of millions of rubles. The use of the KR-! 

catalyst, produced in 1975 in Angarsknefteorgsintez Angarsk Petroleun 

Organic Synthesis Production Association, and used in the sector's enter- 

prises has yielded an annual economic effect of about nine million ruble: 

nother example of the effective introduction of scientific results is the 

conversion of blocks for CXttacting aromat i¢ hvd? carbons from refor nine 

italvzates from diethyleneelycol to triethyleneglycol. The use of he ne 



extractive agent has made it possible to reduce steam consumption by about 

15 percent and raise the productivity of the extraction blocks by 30 to 40 

percent. 

By now, 40 percent of the existing extraction facilities have been converted 

to triethyleneglycol, with a total economic effect of around two million 
rubles. 

No less effective are the following measures: The introduction of a new 

catalyst to break down dimethyldioxane in isoprene production installations; 
the introduction of a new catalyst to oxidate o-xylene into phthalic 

anhydride; conversion of the process of isopropylbenzene oxidation to the 
catalytic mode, and so on, 

The course of intensifying existing operations adopted by the institute 

during the Ninth and Tenth five-year plans has considerably helped in 
raising the institute's work effectiveness. (see Table). 

(1) 1G — 1971- 1976— 
Toxasateam, man. py6 1970 rr. | 1975 rr. | 1978 er. 

(2)Cperneronosnie 3aTpaTn Ha sew st 54 OCS 
Cpeaneroaoswe KanuTaabnne 

(3) ‘ssomenua no sHeApennem 
paspa6orkam . . .. . SO 20 22 

( gy CPeanerononok 9KOHOMHYE- 
cxuii adext oT Bucapex- 
HX kL...  . . , 188 15.4 15,5 

(5) 2kowomuyeckas sppextues- 
HOCTS BIICAPCHHWIX pa3pa- 
Gotox*, py6/py6. . . . 0,93 1,45 1,48 

* Aaexceesa H M1, Caagsxnxos HW. A B xn: «flo- 
BsuuIeHKe SODeKTHBNOCTH HEOTEXMMHVECKOR NPOM bILUACHHOCTH?, 

(6) LINHHT Suegrerum—BHHMwe>texum, 1977, c. 87. 

Key: (1) Indicators, millions of rubles 

(2) Annual average outlays on scientific-research work 
(3) Average annual capital investment on the introduction of 

applications 

(4) Average annual economic effect from the introduction of 
applications 

(5) Economic effectiveness of applications introduced* rubles per 
ruble 

(6) *Alekseyeva, N. P., Sadchikov, I. A., in: "Povysheniye 
effektivnosti neftekhimcheskoy promyshlennosti" [Raising 
the Effectiveness of the Petrochemical Industry], Moscow, 
TsNiITEneftekhim-VNlIneftekhim, 1977, page 87. 

The Table shows that from 1966 through 1978 outlays on scientific-research 
work in the institute rose by about 20 percent, while average annual capital 



investment dropped by more than two times 

modernization and remodcling of existing 1 t vided a ft ior 

increase in the actual economi effect from the realizati {f VNitneftekhio 

applications. From 1965 through 1978 this indicator rose by about 12 percen 

and totaled 15.5 milli rubli he ris f the averages ual economic 

effect along with the simultaneous reduction in outlays he developmes 

and introduction of processes (average annual outlays on scientific—resear 

work plus average annual capital investments) provided a stable increase in 

the indicator of economic effectiveness of VNilneftekhin's anplications 

introduced during the period. We may assume that as a result of the intro- 

duction of oxosynthesis, catalytic reforming, and isoprene synthesis by th 
dioxane method in several major facilities in 1979-1980 the economic effec- 

tiveness indicator of the institute's work will be even higher in th lori 

Five-Year Plan. 

In addition to modernizing existing petrochemical facilities, VNlIneftekhim 

is focusing considerable attention on the development of new, highly- 
effective processes. In just the past few years the institute has 

developed or is developing a large number of processes vital to the 

national economy, including: 

the production of the higher C,.=C,. alcohols by the oxosynthesis method 

using a modified catalyst; 
— 

the oroduction of 2-ethylhexanol by condensing ny—butyraldehyde in the 

presence of cobalt salt 

production of the higher olefins by dehydrogenating n-paraffins; 

low-temperature isomerization of the pentane-hexane fraction; 

selective hydrocracking of reforming raffinates and catalyzates: 

a process for combined produ: on of mono-, di-, tri-, and tetraethvlene 

glycols; 

a process of catalytic processing of reforming catalyzates in order to 
obtain benzene and xylenes: 

a single-stage process for synthesizing isoprene from isobutylene and 

formaldehyde via methylbutanediol, and so on. 

In terms of technical-economic indicators, all of these processes are as 

good as the best foreign examples; introducing them into industry will help 

to further raise the economic effectiveness of VNIineftekhim's applications. 

The number of licenses sold abroad also testifies to the hieh scientifi 

technical level of VNIIineftekhim's work. In the past five vears alone the 

institute has been awarded 240 authors' certificates, 69 of which have been 

natented abroad, and has sold six licenses on processes of ttalytic 
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anniversary of VNilIneftekhim, the institute's 

ing their efforts toward further raising the 

ness and quality of tneir work, shortening the science-to- 

as possible, and accelerating scientific-technical 

hemistry. (3 May 1979). 

Tsentral'nyy nauchno-isslecovartel'skiy institut informatsii i 

rekhnniko-ekonomicheskikh issledovaniy neftepererabatyvayushchey 

i neftekhimicheskoy promysnlennosti, 1979 
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DESCRIPTION OF METAL CORROSION [INHIBITORS 

Moscow NEFTEPERERABOTKA I NEFTEKHIMIYA in Russian No 10, Oct 79 pp 42-44 

[Article by A. 1. Altsybeyeva, V. N. Kuchinskiy, and S. Z. Levin 

(VNIiineftekhim): "Inhibitors of Metal Corrosion". 

[Text] At present in the USSR and abroad inhibitors and inhibited materials 

are widely used in various sectors of industry. Until the early 1970's, 
research conducted by VNilneftekhim in the field of corrosion inhibitors 

chiefly involved the synthesis, the development of technology for the pro- 
duction and methods of use of, what are known as volatile and oil soluble 

inhibitors of atmospheric corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals. In 

recent years, research has been done on the synthesis and testing of in- 
hibitors for hydrocarbon media. 

Below we present a list and a brict description of inhibitors of atmospheric 
corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals developed by VNiIneftekhim. 
These inhibitors are in wide use in a large number of machine building and 

power engineering enterprises, ship building, instrument making, the chemical 
industry, and other economic sectors. 

Volatile Inhibitors of Metal Corrosion 

The inhibitor NDA (dicyclohexylamine nitrite) protects against atmospheri« 

corrosion steel of various grades, nickel, chromium, cobalt, and phosphated 

and oxidaced steel surfaces. It forms an oxide film on copper and copper 
alloys; it does not protect zinc, cadmium, tin, silver, or magnesium and 
its alloys. 

[It is used in the form of alcohol and water-alcohol solutions of inhibited 

paper or pasteboard, a porous carrier, and also in the form of inhibited air 
obtained by pumping hot air through special cartridges filled with powdered 
inhibitor. Experiments have shown that NDA will protect large-sized steel 
items against atmospheric corrosion for more than 20 years. 



The inhibitor KTsA (cyclohexylamine carbonate) protects steel and pig iron 

f all grades. Methods of application are the same as for NDA. Thanks to 

the high clasricity of the vapor, KTsA is very effective in protecting items 

having a complex configuration as well as large containers and pipes at low 

temperatures. 

The inhibitor KhTsA (cyclohexylamine chromate) is used to protect ferrous 

and nonferrous metals such as nickel, aluminum, copper and its alloys, 

brass, tin, bronze, babbitr, and compounds of them. The protection lasts 

at least five years. 

The inhibitor VNKh-L-20 (based on morpholine). Because of new problems in 
protecting metal items against atmospheric corrosion, a series of new 

volatile inhibitors has been synthesized. Tests have shown that the in- 

hibitor VNKh-L-20 provides good protection against atmospheric corrosion of 

ferrous metals, zinc, copper, brass, bronze, and lead, and it is less toxic 

than NDA. Protection is estimated to last 10 years. 

Inhibitors for Oils and Other Hydrocarbon Media 

MSDA inhibitors are fast-acting and ash-free; they protect pig iron, steel, 

copper and its alloys, Sronze of various grades, zinc, babbit, tin, and 

aluminum and its alloys; it is used in the form of additives to industria} 
oils and diesel fuels and also in the form of solutions in volatile solvents. 

Protection lasts for five or more years. 

The inhibitors are being used successfully in most of the country's bearing 
plants, also in enterprises of the ship building, instrument making, elec- 
tronics, automotive, and other industries. 

inhibitor M-1 is an oil- and water-soluble inhibitor of atmospheric 
corrosion of ferrous and some nonferrous metals. Water solutions of M-1 
(up to five percent) are used for protection between operations and for in- 
plant transport of items. Protection lasts one year. Oil solutions are 
used both separately and in the production of inhibited paper. Mixed with 
benzotriazol it provides effective protection to ferrous and nonferrous 
metals. Protection lasts five years. 

Inhibitor M-2 is used to produce inhibited lubricants and polymer coatings 
and to protect ferrous and nonferrous metals against atmospheric corrosion. 

Protection lasts five years. 

The inhibitor MIT-1 in a concentration of 0.5 percent oil is used 
to protect ferrous and nonferrous metals in hydrocarbon media. The in- 

hibitor protects metals five years. 
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A number of substantial a ents ha , 

of inhibiting metal corrosion, a relat ew and at 
»f science. In the past few years the ti rT - 

bility of predicting the protective propert i fs t é n si 

of their electronic structures, calculated by f 

techniques. 

Researchers calculated the molecular diagrams several t rogen- ir 

compounds--both known and potential product thesizing rr 

inhibitors by the technique of « -self-congruence by ree T! 

shows the o -electron charges on heteroatoms of a nur ' 

containing substances that are the initial products for mt he 

inhibitors. 

Results of calculations of electron structures nitros t ' 

compounds using the technique of @& -self-congr ind th 
characteristics of certain compounds 
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Kanposaktam (10) 0,237 ~024) (15) BHX-1 150 RO 92 | 
Mopooaun 441) 0.218 0.282 (16) BHX-10 rk is9 72 it 
Lluxaorcachaaman 14 0.120 (17)M-1 50 129 } 7 
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Key: (1) Initial compoun: for synthesis of inhibit 

(2) O--electron charge 

(3) On nitrogen 

(4) On oxygen 

(5) Designation of inhibitor 
(6) “Barrier” effect of copper with respect to steel for one-percent 

gasoline solution 

(7) Contact wetting angle on boundary steel-water-1" solution of 

in gasoline, degrees 

(8) Extent of protection in the system steel-gasoline-3% NaCl 

boiling temperature of mixture and inhibitor concentration 0.01 P 
MAaS« 

(9) Number of days with heating until appearance of corrosion on 
aluminum in hydrocarbon media 

(10) Caprolactam 
(11) Morpholine 

(12) Cyclohexylamine 
(13) Dicyclohexylamine 

(14) Diethylamine 
_key continued on next page | 



(15) VNKh-1 

(16) VNKh-10 

(17) M-l 

(18) MSDA-1 

(19) M-11 

On the basis of the Table data it was proposed that the most promising 

initial products for synthesizing inhibitors (of those given) are caprolectum 

ind morpholine. Their molecules contain nitrogen atoms with a higher 
w--electron charge than the molecules of the cyclic amines and diethylaminc. 

In addition, the caprolectum and morpholine molecules have oxygen atoms 
that also carry a substantial o -electron charge. 

The theoretical data make it possible to propose that inhibitors obtained on 
the basis of caprolectum and morpholine as intial compounds for synthesis 

should be substantially more effective than compounds based on amines. 

The Table also shows some findings of the study of the inhibiting character- 
istics of substances obtained on the basis of the compounds listed. 

The "barrier" effect of copper on steel j is the change in the time of 
beginning of precipitation of copper on steel (both insibited and non- 

inhibited) emersed in a solution of blue vitriol: 

i where i and i' represent the copper orecipitation 

time on inhibited and noninhibited steel, 

respectively. 

The “barrier” effect indirectly characterizes adsorbability on metal. When 
an adsorbtion layer of the inhibitor is present on the metal, the "barrier" 

effect is greater than 1. 

The contact wetting angle characterizes the inhibitor's degree of water- 
proofing of the metal's surface. The greater the contact wetting angle the 
better the inhibitor's waterproofing capability (the contact wetting angle 
of steel by water in gasoline withoue the inhibitor is 71 to 75 degrees). 

The data on “barrier” effects and the contact wetting angle indicate that 
the protective action of the inhibitors studied is evidently based on their 

ibility to create a continuous nonwettable layer on the metals which sub- 
stantially reduces the access of aggressive components to the metal. The 
extent of waterproofing and the strength of the adsorbtion film depend 
crucially on the electron characteristics of the initial products for 

inhibitor synthesis. The greater the electron density on the heteroatom 
that is presumably responsible for the inhibiting effect of the substance, 
the greater its inhibiting ability and also its ability to be adsorbed on 
the metal and to waterproof its surface. 

Electron densities calculated by quantum chemistry techniques on heteroatoms 
of initial products for the synthesis of inhibitors can be used to predict 
the inhibiting properties of substances. 
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FUELS AND RELATED SQUIPMENT 

KUZBASS PROGRAM SPURS COORDINATION AND UNIFICATION 

Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 28 Sep 79 p 2 

Article by Ye. Shemyakin, corresponding member of the USSR Academy of 

Sciences, director of Institute of Mining of the Siberian Department of the 

USSR Academy of Sciences, V. Petrov, candidate of technical sciences, director 
of institute "Sibgiproshakht," and Sh, Aksanov, candidate of technical sciences, 
director of institute "Sibgiprogormash": "“Kuzbass Coal” 

|Text Today's Kuzbass--this is 68 mines and 16 open pits where annually 145 
million tons of high-quality mineral fuel are extracted, The convenient loca- 
tion of the basin, the good railroad communication with other economic 
regions of the country, the infrastructure that has been formed over decades 
make it possible to bring the total output of the coal enterprises in the 
basin to 485-£00 million tons per year, Here another no less than 35 mines 
and 13 open pits can be built. 

During the years of development of Kuzbass here a powerful scientific research 
and planning-design base was set up which makes it possible to successfully 
solve a broad circle of problems of the basin development, 

But will not this work be more effective if the efforts are united, a overall 
pian of action is marked, so that all the “small wheels and pinions” of the 
scientific, planning-design and production mechanism operate synchronously 
and in agreement? 

We are aimed precisely at such an approach to the matter by the decree of the 
CPSU Central Committee and USSR Council of Ministers "On Improvement in Plan- 
ning and Intensification of the Effect of the Economic Mechanism on Improving 
the Effectiveness of Production and the Quality of Work.” 

On the initiative of the Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences 
and the USSR Ministry of the Coal Industry a major complex program was devel- 
oped "Kuzbass Coal,” that provides for scientific and technical provision 
for the development of the basin up to 1990, Fifteen scientific research 
institutes, 7 planning, 2 educational institutes, and all the coal associ- 
ations of the basin participate in it, Together it remains to find paths 
which woula make it possible to sharply increase the labor productivity where 
it has ceased to rise, 

™~ © 



The core of the program for perfection in the deveiopment of Coa fie 

their most complete geomechanical evaluation, Modern methods make it po: le 

with a sufficient degree of accuracy to transiate into the .amuage of | *Y 

information about the properties of the rocks in the regions “outsinec’ ~ 

. 

" 

tro 

computer, and the machine draws a picture of the geomechanical c ~ 

in the history of the mining branch these data are being ir 

for the specific conditions. 

Such a technique requires the development of a new trend in instiument > - ~~ 

for mining. In the Institute of Mining of the Siberian Department of the 

Academy of Sciences and a number of other scientific organizat: aVAW ids 

country a number of instruments and resources were developed, st: 
and manufactured that were designed to measure the physical am os » es 

vaniaal 

1 mechanical 
properties of rocks and coal in the main part. The findings are importan’ 
for rapid control of the technological processes. At a number of l'urhbas 
mines a special service of mining pressure is being set up. This service 
with the help of a computer must obtain an operational map of the state 
stress of the rocks and strata around the shafts. And this wil] serve as 
foundation for making decisions that guarantee not only the safety of oper 
ation, but also a change in the process of extraction such that its rates 

are not reduced, 

Another extremely important direction that is planned by the program "Kurbass 
Coal” is the broad introduction of automited processes for planning of 
prises, design of machines, as well as contrc 

er *s% 

i of production, Of cour 
in starting the planning of a new mine, open pit and enrichment plant, and 
the creation of a new machine the specialists do not start as they say, from 
zero. But often the accumulated experience is not used, and more time is 
spent on searches and analysis of development of a new variant. In such 
cases the electronic computers with their large memory volumes provide assis- 
tance, 

But these are only the technical resources that help the specialists. The 
basis of their activity must be the results of scientific research that helps 
to lay a strong foundation for the optimal solution, Precisely the link 
between research organization of the Siberian Department of the USSR Academy 
of Sciences and the branches has a radical effect on the quality of the 
projects put out by “Sibgiproshakht” and "Sibeipromash.” The collectives of 
these institutes are working on the creation of mechanized complexes, agere- 
gates, timberings and other means of mechanization designed for strata over 
2 meters thick with angle of incidence over 35 degrees, and they are plan- 
ning equipment for hydraulic flushing of the worked space. This is a whole 
series of highly productive machines. It is being supplemented by tools 
and mechanisms created in the Institute of Mining of the Siberian Department 
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 

Is it necessary to state that only constant coordination of the activity 
of all participants in the program "Kuzbass Coal” will 
results, 

yield the expected 
This serious work is being implemented by the coordination council] 



that includes the leaders of the Ministry of the Coal Industry responsible 

for the development of the branch in Kuzbass, scientists of the Siberian 

Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences, specialists of coal associations 

in the region, and branch institutes. The council is a recommending organ, 

its decisions on certain questions are examined in the ministry, are reported 

to the presidium of the Siberian Department of the USSR Academy of Sciences, 

and become the foundation for practical measures conducted at the enterprises. 

It appears that with time when the production workers are convinced of the 

affactiveness of the proposed recommendation the coordination council will 

receive certain rights that permit them to overcome what we call interdepart- 

mental obstacles, 

The experimental activity of the coordination council to implement the program 

"Kugbass Coal" forces one to turn precisely to this aspect of the problen-- 
overcoming departmental separateness. Today many institutes possess the experi- 
mental base and the experimental factories and resources, But here is the 
misfortune: at times these bases are so poorly developed that they do not 
make it possible to implement the noted plans in a full volume, Moreover, &t 
the bases sometimes one can do that which another institute needs, but which 
the first institute does not need. However interdepartmental divisions inter- 
fere with cooperation, and solicitations begin for additional resources to 
expand the base, and to conduct a certain experiment. 

Is this justified? In industry this problem to a considerable measure has 
been solved by the creation of large production and scientific-production 
associations *hat include a research and experimental link. A conclusion on 
such an association has been developed that regulates the activity of its 
subdivis’ons. In our opinion, the "Kuzbass Coal" program opens up the possi- 
bility of uniting the scientific and technical potential of the branch and 
the USSR Academy of Sciences around an important national economic problem, 
The concentration of resources, and material and technical resources will 
promote its most rapid solution, 

The matter is not only of a material base and resources, Today's forms of 
communication between the planning and scientific research institutes do not 
yield the necessary effect for that reason that their plans are separated 
from each other. As a result many even very good developments and recommen- 
dations cannot be realized. Life itself dictates the need for such an organi- 
gational structure which would permit the researchers and planners to work 
according to a unified plan, starting from planning and ending with introduc- 
tion of the enterprise into operation and mastery of the rated output, 

Perhaps, it is expedient to examine the question of creating on the order of 
an experiment an interdepartmental scientific and planning association in 
Siberia, 

9035 
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WORKING AND LIVING CONDITIONS OF MINERS IMPROVE BUT PROBLEMS STILL =*Is 

Moscow PRAVDA in Russian 7 Oct 79 p 3 

Article by A. Bogachuk, special correspondent of PRAYDA: “Both Coal and 

Roses" 

| Text | The miner's collectives are now studying documents to perfect the 
economic mechanism. They are refining the evaluation indices, and planning 
paths of production and labor quality. 

"Real and stable plans," states the director of the mine "Nagornaya" of the 
production association "Gidrougol'’” V. N. Yerpylev, “compiled with the parti- 
cipation of the labor collectives will make it possible to use more fully the 
potentialities for increasing fuel extraction, and improving the economics of 
production," 

In fact, today’s practice of socialist competition of the miners opens up broad 
scopes for a creative search, We will name as an example the improvement of 
“leading workers" that was highly evaluated by Comrade L. I, Brezhnev, At 
the same time any valuable initiative needs support, and a sober and realistic 
approach to the matter, Imagine for a minute that the plan was immediately 
"set" for Aleksey Stakhanovon the level of 100 plus tons of coal extracted 
the day before, "Well you can ruin any good matter thus!" the reader 
exclaims, 

The brigade of Hero of Socialist Labor G. N. Smirnov from the mine "Yubileynaya” 
in the beginning of this Five-Year Plan was the initiator of a collective 
tutorship. In one year the famous foremen were able to bring the Komsomol- 
youth collective of Ye. S, Musokhranov to the million boundary of annual 
coal extraction, and then the brigade of R. Kh, Mingulov. From the miners 
the collective tutorship in Kuzbass shifted to the metallurgist, builders, 
chemists, and it was picked up and successfully developed by the coal workers 
of Voroshilovgradskaya oblast, And the initiators of the initiative--the 
miners of "Yubileynaya"--the second year,,,are lagging, Did the miners not 
have enough "gunpowder" or did the collective tutorship justify itself? No, 
everything is much simpler, and..mare complicated, 



_— 

The friendly, coordinated work of the collective made it possible in its time 

to significantly cover the rated output of the enterprise. The USSR Ministry 

of the Coal Industry immediately volitionally increased it from 3 to 3.4 

million tons of coal per year. They established the plan higher also--3.610 

million tons. And the working conditions were much more complicated: the 

mine is undergoing reconstruction, the supplies of fuel at the active level 

have practically been exhausted. To summarize the first half year "Yubileynaya” 

is one-quarter of a million of tons of coal short... 

The party documents provide not only for a perfection in the planning, but 

also a comprehensive approach to questions of social development, improve- 

ment in labor conditions in the life of the people. 

The capital of Donbass does not need praises--Donetsk has for a long time 

and by right been considered the best among the mining cities of the world. 
The city of toilers and city of miners in the recent years has been trans- 
formed into a rose garden: for each of the million residents here there is 
2 bush of roses and 15 square meters of green landscaping. The mining cities 
are being well organized and many of them are being formed anew, 

Of course not all can be done by means of the state. A real contribution to 
the good order of the cities and settlements, and improvement in the resi- 
dential-generali conditions of the miners is being made by the mining collec- 
tives themselves. Tens of years ago the settlement of the Abakumov mine was 
considered one of the most neglected. Located on the outskirts of Donetsk, 
it looked especially unpleasant during the season of bad roads. The leaders 
of the mine were invited to the party municipal committee, and specific and 
efficient measures were required to improve the daily life of the miners. 
Everything began from that time, 

A shop was set up which is involved with repair and construction. Skilled 
workers were found, the output of decorative tiles was set up to decorate 
the buildings of the administrative-general kombinat, cafeterias, stores. 
By their efforts a holiday hotel was erected on the shore of the Sea of 
Azov, and reception points were opened up in the settlement for general 
service, sidewalks and streets were asphalted, and construction of residences 
was developed, 

There is a natural law in the fact that the conversation about the labor 
victories of the miners, about the tons of coal above the plan did not open 
up, but as if summarized our conversation with the director of the mine 
Hero of Socialist labor ¥, I. Shupenko, In the last decade in the branch 
a new generation of managerial leaders has arisen which in their work start 
not from a ton of coal and percentage of extraction, but from the person. 
The iabor and living conditions of the miners, the moral and psychological 
climate today to a decisive degree determine the level of fuel extraction. 
The roses in the mining yard have the most direct relationship to coal. 
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“_J +) J ~ amanr Far from the last among 

The people of Voroshilovgrad were among the first to soive the probiem of 

organizing hot underground food for the miners. More than 100 mines have 

been equipped with special cafeterias, and severa- mel ariants have bes! 

developed together with the physicians and techno ogists ares-iourths ole 
all the underground workers befors descsnt into the 

moses with high-calorie and tasty food. 

ine now receive ther 

The Kansko-Achinskiy basin still, as they say, "has not left first base 

Two-three months ago directions were set up here for construction of reserv 

and the kombinat’KATEK-uglestroy." It is necessary to creaie a basis io 

the construction industry and to force erection of the first in the comp.s 

the open pit "Berezovskiy-1." But the leaders of the construction s' 

consider their main task to be formation of a collective. Among ti 

objects here are vegetable storages, a base, branch works with feed) 

and dairy animal husbandry. 

It is known that the miners are experiencing difficulties wit! 
the same time assigning of workers and specialists, involvement 
especially young people is being restrained by the acute shortag 
There is no need to search long here for the guilty ones: residences are 
being erected mainly by the construction organizationsof the Ministry of 
the Coal Industry which from year to year do not cope with the assignmen 

One of the means for solving the residential problem is to develop individual] 
construction. The state has found it possible to sstablish for ths miners 

major privileges: half of the cost of a personal residence is paid for by 
the enterprise. However this is only the beginning of the matter, Good plans 
are needed, centralized supply of construction materials, and engineering 
preparation of the housing system sites. And here it would be necessary for 
the ministry, the branch trade union central committees, and leaders of the 

production association to show a little more promptness, 

What should the miner's house be like? In such an individual home, the miners 
consider, there must be the maximum of communal conveniences for the future 
new settlers, a garage, basement for vegetables, and 2 summer kitchen, But 

even now it is clear that the extant standards for the individual farm, from 

3 to 6 hundredths in the city boundaries do not accommodate people. Here 
you will not find places for rows with radishes, not to mention sheds for 
hogs or cows, And many families in the mining settlements would like to 
start their own home, and their wishes, apparently, should be listened to, 

Among the urgent problems a special place is occupied by questions of further 
improvement in the labor conditions of the miners, Practically in any highly 
mechanized longwall now you will see a miner with a sledge hammer: it 
necessary to break up large "bundles" of coal manually, The outlays of 
manual labor are excessively high for auxilliary work, especially for the 
delivery and assembly of equipment underground, The ministry and the branct 
science have not been able to achieve the comprehensive solution to the 
problems of mechanizing the mining labor, At 
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extraction of coal has been mechanized, all the other operations, and espec- 

jally tunneling of the preparatory shaft remain on the same level as many years 

ago, Precisely this explains the reduction in the rates of growth of labor 

productivity in the branch, We will be fair: in the portfolios of the scien- 

tists and designers there are important innovations which even now can be put 
into series production, the standstill is only because of the machine builders. 
And how can one not recall here that the leaders of the Ministry of the Coal 
Industry persistently tried to transfer the coal machine construction to their 
supervision, They tried, and finally they succeeded. But what in fact has 
changed. The planned supplies by the associations of mining equipment are 
constantly interrupted, and the supply of spare parts has declined a great deal, 
There are no words, the responsibility of the ministry must be increased for 
the situation in the branch, Yes the miners are lagging behind the growing 
needs of the national economy for solid fuel, Therefore in developing the 
coal industry it is impossible to count only the internal reserves, It is 
important to start from complex programs of balanced growth in fuel power 
engineering, and the help and cooperation of the related branches. 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

KURBATOV EXPLAINS REASONS FOR CONSTRUCTION SUCCES Vee 

Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 19 Oct ] 

[Article by V. Noskov, in-house correspondent: "First in the Branch" | 

[Text | The collective of Glavsibtruboprovodstr was 
the first in the branch to fulfill the assignment for 

four years of the Five-Year Plan for all the main tech- 
nical and economic indices 2.5 months ahead of 
schedule, Our correspondent asked the head of the 
central board N. Kurbatov to relate how one of ths 
largest construction subdivisions in West Sit 
succeeded, 

“Today Tyumenshchina yields in one year more liquid fuel than our entire 
country extracted in the early 1960's," stated N. Kurbatov. "This is because 
here as in no other region construction of underground trunklines has been 

widely developed along which the fuel travels to the industrial cities of the 
Urals, West Siberia, and the Tyumen’ north, 

Construction of trunklines is being carried out in this Five-Year Plan with 
especially rapid rates. Since its beginning we have constructed about 7,0 
kilometers of pipeline, put into operation 15 compressor and 7 oil-pumping 
stations, next to which over 20 new oil fields ; have been connected to the 
trunklines, and of them 12 ahead of schedule. 

Our collective is working with especial responsibility on the constructio 
of the gas pipeline Urengoy-Chelyabinsk, and the oil pipel! ne Surgut-Polotsk 
Their construction is going two-three times faster than provided for by the 
standard schedules, Such rates have not yet been known in domestic and world 
practice for laying underground arteries 

Our specialists have developed a unique technology which makes it possible 
to organize work under complex natural-climate conditions by the flow-line 
method, All the main trunklines today are being laid by complex columns 
which first were led by P. Diduk, V., Martynov, V. Kalenov, and V. Mashkova. 



They have established no longer one record of labor productivity. A new 

= moment is the fact that the line work is being conducted round-the-clock, 

At the same time assemblers are widely using flow-line high-speed methods of 

welding pipes, Socialist competition on the principle of the "worker relay 

race" has been orzanized along the entire technological chain. 

As is known, the Tyumen’ region abounds in marshes, swamps, lakes and rivers. 

They seriously complicate the work, For example, how to secure in such places 

large diameter pipes so that they do not float? An original method for solving 

the problem has been found, For pipelines so-called opening anchors are used-- 
special anchors installed with the help of a harpoon gun, Other innovations 
have been implemented that have made it possible for our many-thousand collec- 
tives to cope with the four-year assignment ahead of schedule. 

We are faced with a matter of still greater scales. In the already started 
fall-winter season it remains to lay about 3,000 kilometers of industrial and 
trunklines. This is slightly less than we constructed for the entire past Five- 
Year Plan. Among the most important construction is the second phase of the 
gas pipeline Urengoy-Chelyabinsk, as well as the segments of the gas pipeline 
Urengoy-Nadym-P unga-Gryazovets, and the oil pipeline Krasnoleninskiy crest- 
Shaim, And again the collectives of B. Diduk and V. Martynov are showing an 
example in labor; they have committed themselves to complete ahead of schedule, 
by 10 April the segments of the route Urengoy-Chelyabinsk assigned to then. 

The builders of the underground pipelines greet the 62nd anniversary of the 
Great October with new labor successes, 

an 
ae 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

OIL PIPELINE CONTINUES TO WEST WITH POLISK HEL 

Moscow IZVESTIYA in Russian 6 Nov 79 p 1 

{|Article: “Route Goes to the West” | 

| Text | The handmade steel channel for the Tyumen’ oii approaches the Volga. 

The builders and assemblers of Ministry of Construction of Petroleum and Gas 
Industry Enterprises, having laid in short periods the trunkiine from Surgut 
to Perm’, now are increasing the rates on the middle arm of ths trunkline-- 
from the foothills of the Urals to the city of Gor'kiy. Of the 819 kilometers 
here about 700 kilometers have been welded into the line. Assembly is underway 
of the pumping stations, and laying of high-voltage line, and construction o! 
dwellings. 

The participants in the pre-October labor watch have committed themselves of 
laying 2,100 kilometers of pipeline of the 3,300 before the end of the year, 
and opening up the path to "black cold” of Siberia to the center of the country. 
The labor front is being broadened also on the western arm of the route, 

-»ePOlish conversation is now not a rarity on the streets of the small city o 
the Kalininskaya oblast, Andreapolya. Builders in orange helmets with the 
emblem of the famous construction firm of Poland "Energopol'" have set up 
their field sites here, A section of the transcontinental oil pipeline 
Surgut-Polotsk extending 153 kilometers has been entrusted to the Polish 
builders, 

+ 

“Our construction-assembly columns,” relates the chief engineer of welding 
operations Anzhey Markovich,"arrived here after completing another inter- 
national construction--the oil pipeline Polotsk-Mazheykyay. There the out- 
put exceeded 70 butt joints per shift per brigade, This is a record resuli, 
Here the pipe diameter is almost twice as large--about 1,5 meters, However 
we do not plan to lower the rates, 

And a little to the east, near the villages of Rantsevo and Selizharovo of 
the same Kalininskaya oblast work has unfolded by the Soviet builders for the 
trust "Lengazspetsstroy." The collective of the Novgorod administration has 
a 180-kilometer segment, In competition with the Polish comrades the brigade 
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of Aleksey Anisimov has distinguished itself. Each day a kilometer of ready 
pipeline comes off the assembly-walding stands, which is almost double the 
norm, 

The first tens of kilometers of the pipeline have been welded on the final 
section of the oil pipeline giant. 

< 
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FUELS AND REIATED EQUIPMENT 

NEW MULTIPLE-LAYER PIPELINE FOR LONG-DISTANCE GAS TRANSPORT 

Frunze SOVETSKAYA KIRGIZIYA in Russian 28 Sep 79 ; 

{Article by Yu. Bokserman, deputy chairman of the State Expert Commission 3 

the USSR Gosplan, laureate of the USSR state prizes: “Along New Gas Pipeiines" 

[Text | The USSR has created a new design of pipes whose 
use in construction of trunkline gas pipelines increases 
the efficient transporting of fuel over great distances, 

The discovery of major gas fields in Siberia and Centrai Asia has set an 
exceptionally complex task: guarantee transporting of the ever-increasing 
gas volumes from the fields separated from the main consumers b) 
of kilometers. It is extremely difficult to solve this problem by the tradi- 
tional means, that is, continuing construction of gas pipelines 1420 milli- 
meters in diameter with pressure of 75 atmospheres and distance between the 
compressor stations 125-130 kilometers. To supply, for example, W billior 
cubic meters of gas per year from Tyumen’ to the European sector of the 
country it would be necessary to construct 10 such trunkline pipelines of 
total extent 30,000 kilometers, For this it would be necessary 
enormous resources and to use about 20 million tons of pipes. 

many thou ands 

+~ =] } cata 

The method of controlled rolling, by which the foreign countries produce pipes 
with solid wall (thickness up to 40 millimeters) from pure and comp lex-alloyed 
steels was acknowledged by the Soviet specialists as unsuitable for solving 
these problems. It was necessary to create pipes of large diameter which 
would withstand increased pressure, excluded the possibility of cumulative 
breakdowns (friable and tensile) and were suitable for operation under 
northern conditions, 

The new design of pipes, mult’cle-layer pipes created under the supervision 
of the president of the Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences B, Paton meets 
precisely these requirements, Such pipes can withstand pressure of 120 and 
more atmospheres, At the same time tc manufacture multiple-layer 
can use a simple low-alloy steel 4-5 millimeters thick and simple 
which is practically available in any laboratory adapted for work 

pipes one 
equipment 

with metal. 
In the development of these pipes consideration was given for the extensive 



experience we have in producing multiple-layer high-pressure vessels ( 200- 

400 atmospheres) which have already been successfully used for many years in 

the chemical and other enterprises of the country. 

What is the economic effect of multiple-layer pipes? The calculations made 

showed that in constructing a trunk gas pipeline 3,000 kilometers long from 

Tyumen' to the European sector of the country its annual output if it is 

constructed of monolithic pipes and has pressure 75 atmospheres is 30 billion 

cubic meters. If an analogous gas pipeline is built from multiple-layer pipes 

with pressure 120 atmospheres with moderate cooling of the gas 17° centigrade, 

its annual output increases to 64 billion cubic meters. 

With the use of multiple-layer pipes in construction of gas pipelines the 
specific capital investments are reduced by 14-19%, and the specific consump- 
tion of metal--by 22-23%. The saving from introducing this technology in the 
country will be billions of rubles and millions of tons of metal. 

In the beginning of this year an experimental section for production of mult- 
iple-layer pipes set up at the pipe plant in the Ukrainian city of Khartsyzsk 
put out the first product. A large shop for production of such pipes is 
being constructed now at the metallurgical plant at the city of Byksa. Its 
output is 1 million tons per year. It is also planned to set up gas pumping 
aggregates of large capacity and high pressure le to 100-120 atmospheres). 

The transition to transporting gas great distances along pipelines made of 
multiple-layer pipes and increase in the working pressure to 120 atmospheres 
will make it possible to sharply improve the efficiency of the gas industry, 
which plays an important role in the fuel and energy complex of our country, 
and for which very high rates of development have been provided for. The 
new technology will help to a considerable degree to solve that complex 
problem that we face, as the main sources of fuel and energy are moved 
farther and “arther to the north and to the east of the centers of consump- 
tion, 

It should be noted that multiple-layer pipes can be used also for construc- 
tion of oil pipelines, In the opinion of the specialists they have a great 
outlook also in machine construction, power engineering and a number of 
other branches, 

eon 1299 
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FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

BUZACHI PENINSULA PIPELINES CONTIVUE TO EXPAND 

Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 6 Oct 7% 

{Article by N. Chernavin, correspondent of the press center of the Ministry 

of Construction of Petroleum and Gas Industry Enterprises: "Mamyshilak 
Arteries” 

[Text _ The path from the station Mangyshlak to Buzachi Peninsula is 
difficult, There are no rivers on the path and no bushes, Only sand and 
clay. And also insidious sors, reservoirs of salt mixed with thick mud. If 
you fall into this by accident it takes you days to make a 

Thus the drivers of powerful trucks recall this section of the path on whicl 
not so long ago they began to drive trucks to the new o!1 field, 

Now it is much easier, First of all the builders were concerned about 
roads. Along them travel materiel, equipment, construction materials, dwe! 
lings--there where the workers of the Ministry of Construction of Petroleum 
and Gas Industry Enterprises are laying the ofl and gas trunklines. 

tne 

The first junction on the section Kalamkas-Karazhanbas was welded by the 
brigade of Nikolay Ukhanov, And now the 6/-kilometer oil pipeline is ready 
for testing, and work is successfully underway on other routes of the penin- 
sula, Between Karazhanbas and Tauchik 75 kilometers of pipeline have been 
laid of the 108. More than half of the work has been fulfilled on the sec- 
tion Tauchik-Shevchenko. 

"Oil pipelines on Buzachi are our most important constructions,” states the 
head of the trust "Sredazneftegazmontazi” Viktor Ivanovich Dudarev, We have 
sent cur best forces here, The welders have set up high rates of laying the 
trunkline, Work has accelerated on building up the oil fields. Roads have 
been jaid, transmission lines, water has been provided to the settlements...” 

Torches still blaze on Buzachi, Valuable raw mterial is burning--casing- 
head petroleum gas, But they will not blaze for long. By the end of the 
year the builders of the trusts "Nangyshlakneftegazstroy” and 
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will reach the chemical plants, the 
of Kazakhstan. That day is not far off when gas and 
new oil-bearing region will enter the system of extant 
flow to Povolzh‘ye, and the central regions of the country. 



FUELS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 

PROBLEM;} OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF OI 

Moscow ISVESTIYA AKADEMII NAUK SSSR, 

Sep-Oct 79 pp 67-78 

[Article by A. I. Bozhedomov: "The | 

Petroleum Deposits” | 

[Text |} The article argues t 

an economic evaluation of oi 

rent | ge rnayva renta,. he a 
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of oil production per unit 
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area. On the basis of this criterion it is possibls 

present an absolute and a relative evaluation o! | de- 

posits at various stages of exploitation (w n- 

clusion of additional data). 

The present stage of the country's economi evelopment is characterized by 

rapid rates of growth in the oil and gas industry. 

In the past 18 years no other country in the world has had oil production 

growth rates as high and stable a he USSR. From 1961 through 1975 the 

average annual rate of increase i: il production was 8.3 percent and the 

absolute increase was 343 million cons. During that period, the USSR's 

share in world oil production rose from 14.3 to 18.0 percent, ile th 

share of the United States declined from 32.2 to 15.1 percent. in i978 

the USSR produced 572 million tons of oil and gas condensate and 372 billion 

cubic meters of gas. in 1980 the level of oil production, including gas 

condensate, should rise to 620-640 million tons and gas t +35 billion cubic 

meters. In terms of oil production the USSR holds first place in the world. 

In the coming decade oil and gas wiil itigue to play the decisive role in 

supplying the country with fuel and energy. 

Under conditions of the modern scientific-technical revolution, oil produc- 

tion is developing at an intensive pace. The accelerat pace of growth is 

due to additional capital investments designed to extract oil from the 

ground as fast as possible and to boost the eftficient olf extracti ind 

yield from underground horizons by maintaining and increasing formation 

pressures in them. “At present the proportion of oil extracted using 



methods of artificially maintaining formation gressure comes to more than 

85 percent of the country's total production." 

Intensive development of the oil industry is also coming about due to 

systematic increases in the number of new facilities commissioned annually. 

Medium and poor-quality deposits are being put into production along with 
the better fields. In terms of technical-economic indicators they are sub- 

stantially inferior to the deposits in production. In addition, because of 
limited discovered oil reserves in the older, inhabited regions we are 

introducing new deposits in remore regions, primarily in Western Siberia. 
And this requires capital investments in agdition to funds for oil extrac- 

tion, oil field infrastructure, and so on. Under these conditions, 

"ensuring rational, integrated, economical utilization of mineral resources 
and strengthening their protection in order to further develop the socialist 
economy. . . iS a most important state task. One measure designed to imple- 
ment this task involves compiling a state cadaster.of mineral deposits 
including an economic evaluation of each deposit." 

There is an ongoing debate concerning the problem of economic evaluation of 
the land and natural resources. There are conflicting points of view, 

factors of dispute, and unresolved problems raised by practical considera- 
tions and life itself. The lag in theory has an adverse effect on management 
practice. Because of this, resolving the problem of economic evaluation of 
the land and mineral resources is of crucial importance. 

Oil scientists have also proposed ways to resolve the problem. M. M. 
Umanskiy, in particular, writes: "Economic evaluation of a mineral deposit 

requires a system of indicators. But the use of them is complicated, and 
it is essential to find a unified, synthesizing evaluative indicator which 
completely and comprehensively characterizes all the advantages and draw- 

backs of the specific depost. . . Detailed investigation of the problem 

shows that preference shguld be given to mine rent. This viewpoint is 
generally acknowledged." 

In his opinion, the use of differential mine rent makes it possible to 
resolve not just one but many tasks in the economic evaluation of oil 
deposits, and therefore mine rent should constitute the unified evaluative 

indicator of oil deposits. In our opinion, differential oil rent can only 
approximately and by no means precisely express the economic evaluation of 
oil deposits. The rent level does not have adequate basis to serve as a 

reliable criterion of cadastral evaluation of oil deposits. 

Let us turn to the initial methodological prerequisites of differential 
rent as set forth in the Marxist-Leninist classics. Naturally, we are fully 
ware of the fact that the social-economic content of differential rent is 
radically different under capitalism and under socialism. In principle, 
however, K. Marx's and V. I. Lenin's postulates concerning the reasons, 
conditions of formation,.and material basis of differential rent are also 

applicable to socialism. 
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K. Marx did not consider it possible to apply differential rent to land 

cultivation for economic evaluation of the land Criticizing Proudhon, he 

wrote that life and practical considerations prcovide incontrovertible proof 

"demonstrating the inaccuracy of a cadaster based on rent. On the other 
hand, neither can rent serve as a constant indicator of the fertility of a 

given plot of land, because today's use of chemistry is constantly changing 
the nature of the soil, and geological knowledge is now beginning to reject 

all older evaluations of relative fertility... Therefore, not only does 
history fail to give us in rent a ready-made cadagter--it constantly alters 
and completely overturns all existing cadasters." As is well known, a 

cadaster is an aggregate of data taking account of the quantity, quaiity, 
(productivity), economic status, use, and evaluation of all lands and mineral 

deposits. Economic evaluation of the land and deposits represents the chief 

and culminating stage of cadaster compilation. 

The Marxist-Leninist classics did not consider capitalized rent to be an 

expression of the land's value but merely the price of the income it yields. 

Capitalized rent, wrote K. Marx, “is in fact the purchase price not of the 

land but of the land gat which it brings, figured in accordance with the 
usual interest rate." This idea is confirmed by V. I. Lenin: "Purchase 
of the land, is purchase of the income the land yields, purchase of the 

rent. .." 

Under socialism, as is well known, the land and its resources are neither 

purchased nor sold, and differential rent is not capitalized. The rent 
itself, in addition, changes constantly along with scientific-technical 
progress in the exploitation of natural resources and the use of the land 
cover. Thus, differential rent does not provide adequate grounds for 
economic evaluation of the land and mineral deposits. 

This is especially applicable to today's oil industry, which is characterized 
by intensive development promising the increasing use of secondary methods 
of oil extraction and, consequently, involving additional capital invest- 
ments. 

Noting that rent cannot serve as the basis and criterion of cadastral 
evaluation of the land in agriculture, K. Marx proceeded on the basis that 
the quality and the value of the land is constantly changing along with the 
development of agricultural techniques and rising investments of funds and 
labor in the land. The rent level is also changing. Changes in the quality 
of the land and the size of the rent are especially intensified under in- 

tensive management. And this brings about substantial changes in the 
economic evaluation of the land, its cadaster. 

The same thing takes place in oil production, more distinctly if more 
specifically. Additional capital investments in oil deposits help to bring 
about new conditions that have their own spgcific effect on the formation 
of added (additional) rent income (profit) (on the economic basis) and 

seriously complicate the calculation of differential oil rent of the second 
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form, and also distort ideas concerning the economic evaluation of deposits 
im accordance with this “rent.” The production process of oil extraction 

has many peculiarities compared with other sectors of the mining industry 

and, especially, compared with agriculture. The peculiar nature of this 

process is largely due to the specific natural factors under which it takes 

place and the properties of the oil as a specific object of labor created 

by mature. Natural factors and the quality of the oil that is produced 

nave an enormous effect on the results of production in the case of medium, 

normal, and additional investments of funds and labor. However paradoxical 

it may seem, however, in many cases additional outlays by no means consti- 

ture the full condition for the formation of additional rent income of the 

second form. 

The specifics of natural conditions under which oil production takes place 
ire due to many factors: The amount (mass) of the oil trapped in under- 

ground strata, the useful volume of porous space, the stratal yield, the 
coefficient of saturation, the area and profile of the oil horizons, their 

permeability and extent of water encroachment, formation pressure, pro- 

perties of the oil itself, and so on. Without taking account of the 
influence of each of these factors it is impossible to provide a reliable 
economic evaluation of oil deposits in terms of their productivity, 

especially when additional capital investments are involved. In addition, 
the exploitation of oil fields (as, in fact, in the case of other mineral 

leposits) involves the time factor. In agriculture, the land is a permanent 
means of production assuming it is properly treated; oil deposits can be 
utilized only for a definite period: Oil deposits are not unlimited. 

As is well known, a material condition for the formation of differential 

land rent of the second form is artificially increased land fertility and, 

in connection with this, increased labor productivity as a result of 

idditional capital investments. At the same time, artificial fertility of 
the land is inseparable from the natural qualities of the soil and 

constitute the basis of differential rent of the second form 
with respect to fertility. With the proper equipment and cultivation 

rechniques, additional capital investments in the land lead only to in- 
reased soil fertility. 

the development of the oil industry, on the other hand, there is an 

inevitable stage when no additional capital investments can prove effective, 
because exploitation of the deposits leads to depletion. This, in turn, 
reduces the productivity of subsequent additional capital investments, 
because their rise is not accompnaied by an increase but a decrease in the 
natural productivity of the land, a decline in oil well productivity. And 

is time passes, production comes completely to an end. It follows, there- 
fore, that whereas in agriculture the land (if treated properly) is capable 

f yielding rent (in commodity and monetary terms) for an unlimited time, 
use land use is not limited in time, in oil production the exploitation 

{ the deposits and the extraction of rent are restricted by definite 
limits--rent declines as the resources are depleted. At the same time, the 

geological conditions of oil occurrence are also deteriorating. In order 
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joes not mean that the rent is formed independently of the size and 

teristics of the deposit as a whole or the activities of the produc- 

1ssociation engaged in exploiting it. At the same time, this circum- 

rance seriously complicates calculation of the rent for the association as 

Netermination of the value of oil deposits in terms of the rent factor is 

plicated by the fact that in recent times some oil fields are 

snaking more extensive use of multi-stratum wells--that is, separate ex- 
rraction of oil in one well from several (two or three) strata. The com- 

bined exploitation of several strata in one well reduces individual pro- 
duction costs and thereby yields additional rent income of the second form. 

rent level will be far from uniform for all multi-stratal wells, and in 

practice it is essentially impossible to take account of rent income in 

In contrast to other mining sectors, the rent level in oil production is 

1lso influenced by the collector properties of the strata. But these vary 

in all the different deposits. Collector properties, as is well known, 

‘nd on the physical properties of the horizons, their porosity and 
‘rmeability. When formation pressure is artificially increased as a 

result of additional capital investments, the shrinkage of the collector's 

rosity is halted and then, if it proves higher than the natural level, 

‘he porosity of the stratum is increased. Along with this the oil's passage 
through the stratum to the bottom of the wells is increased, and consequently 
vell yields and additional rent profit of the second form are also increased. 
All of this must be taken into account when calculating net rent. 

The oil's physical-chemical properties, in turn, additionally complicate 
the mechanism of formation and determination of differential oil rent of 
the second form. Assuming equal additional outlays, identical oil reserves 

in the ground, and other production conditions being equal, additional rent 
profit of the second form on land sections with varying physical-chemical 
sil properties will always differ. As is well known, oil extraction will be 
higher as oil viscosity is lower, because the viscosity determiness the 
rate of movement of the oil in the porous medium of the collectors--that is, 

ne oil's passage in the strata. This is directly reflected in well yields, 

levels of additional rent income of the second form. To determine in 
practice the influence of this natural factor on the rent level, however, 

practically impossible. It must also be kept in mind that not all 
idditional capital investments in deposits of highly-viscous oil lead to 
the formation of additional rent profit of the second form. The maximum 

effect comes only from capital investments relating to the application of 

it enerey in the strata to increase the oil's temperature, reduce vis- 

sity, and thus increase the oil's passage in the collectors. 

evaluating oil deposits with respect to the rent factor it is also 
ential to take account of another oil property which affects the mechanism 

f formation of additional rent profit of the second form. In addition to 

iseful components, as is well known, oil also contains harmful ingredients 
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nishing and then complete disappearance of additional rent profit of 

orm in terms of productivity. 

formation of additional rent profit of the second form when the use of 

ondary recovery methods is involved also depends on the sequence and also 

selection of rhe place for investing additional funds within the area of 

deposit. The sequence in which sections are put into production has a 

ced influence on variation of the coefficient of oil yield in various 
tions of the deposit. Well productivity in different sections of the 
osit changes accordingly. Individual production costs and, consequently, 

additional rent profit of the second form (which, however, it is practically 

ssible to calculate) will also differ. 

sector is also characterized by the fact that the volume of capital 
restments (including additional investments) in a particular deposit is 
and large conditioned by natural factors, including the quantities of 

curring there. The greater the quantity, as a rule, the higher 
: investments. In addition, amounts of funds invested depend on 

umount of oil extraction from the horizons. Assuming equal industrial 
reserves in the ground and other equal production conditions, the rent 

_ 7 
aa 

the c’l ceposits will differ depending on the extent of oil extraction 

the intensiveness of development of the oil deposits. 

is another aspect to the difficulty in calculatin rent on oil deposits. 
's well known, the formation and accounting of additional rent income of 
second form is participated in by the production associations--the 

c, primary links in the Ministry of Petroleum Industry system. The 
iation is a production-economic complex which incorporates production 

s involved in oil recovery--that is, the NGDU's [Oil and Gas Production 
\dministrations]. UBR's [Administrations of Drilling Operations], and cther 

nterprises handling all stages of the technological process of oil 
very. Differences in the success rate of secondary techniques of oil 
very in deposits being worked by NGDU's and by associations on principles 

f full autonomous financing influence the level of their individual pro- 
tion costs per ton. These individual costs constitute the average costs 

Ip 

vells. Unless these costs are taken account of, it is impossible to 

rstand the specifics and difficulties of the formation of additional 
profit of the second form in the NGDU's and associations (this does 

mean, however, that the differences in the success rate of secondary 
recovery techniques within the framework of individual wells constitute 
»ndition of the formation of additional rent income of the second form). 

fering wholesale oil and gas prices were set at a definite level for 
ich production association in 1975, and definite rates of fixed rent pay- 

s in 1976. But each NGDU in the association had its own individual 
juction costs and its own additional profit, because differing natural 
economic conditions of management were involved. Because of the numerous 
iesale prices at which production associations sell their oil, it is 

ssible to take precise account of differential rent throughout the oil 
r aS a whole. Only with a uniform nationwide product price is it 

+ \ 



possible have more or less a ite a 
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Present oil prices do not reflect socially essential outlays of labor. 
TT 4 . * . . This makes it impossible to set for the sector evep,an approximats 
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additional rent profit, let alone an accurate one. For this reasor 

impossible to realize it fully in the sector. 

in our opinion, in determining the conomic evaluation of ii dey its, 

has been mentioned, it is necessary to proceed wholly from K. Mar» 

of labor value and his remarks that it is impossible ¢t evalu ~~) r-9 
- . 

in terms of rent. As is well known, mineral deposits in their natural 

have no value. When they are discovered and develope however-- : 

when social labor is invested, the mineral resources that are recovered 

acquire a value. 

Because of the differing natural and 

extent of their development, labor productivity will differ and the prod 

prime cost will differ. In our opinion, this leads to the following logica 

conclusion: At any given moment the economic evaluation of oil deposits 
should be derived from a single criterion--the annua! lun r gi out 
put per unit of outlays on a unit of area (example, the number of tons 
net oil recovered per million rubles of capital investment per square ki 
meter of deposit area). Capital investments are figured as the total 

lays on prospecting, exploration, drilling, oil well operation, transport, 
ind so on. This criterion will mak« t possible t bate Ct ror 
main economic indicators both per unit of land area and over the entire 
deposit: The full prime ist of r ering a ton of oil, th 
gross product, the net income (profit), and the profit norm and the profi 

ability norm; also to determine the effectiveness of production. The full 

prime cost as is well known, is madi p of all outlays on the prod , 

and sale of the prod ICC. [ne value a r or luct is figure 

Dasis of the volume of oil ri ered al it holesale price tl 

production association. The net alculated profit is determined a: rie 

difference between the association’ total or balance profit and its pa 
menr « to the state, : . . Stal " ; , the i; for re hot we . , sc 

tion's wholesale oil price and the 'S prin t. rhe | 

percentage) can be figured as the ratio of the total profit to the full 

prime cost of the oil, thereby characterizing the effectiveness of the 

issociations' current production outlays. The profitability norm (as a 

percentage) is calculated as the rati f the total f fit to the 

ixed assets. The prolital lity norft rv as a accounting criter) 
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At anv given moment the economic evaluation of oil deposits in terms of a 

riterion such as the annual volume of oil recovered per unit of outlays 

per unit of area will make it possible by means of calculations (utilizing 
lata concerning the annual total recovery on the whole deposit area and in 

wholesale prices on the oil extracted, and also on the basis of industrially 

recoverable oil reserves of differing categories remaining in the ground) 

(o determine the absolute value incorporating data concerning the annual 
total recovery on the whole deposit area as a management object, as an 
bject in which funds and labor are invested. This will also take account 
f natural factors--the oil's physical-chemical properties, the mining and 

zeological conditions of the deposits, and transport factors. The purpose 

of an economic evaluation of oil deposits (from the absolute point of view) 
ur opinion, is to provide a value estimate of them as means of produc- 

»n, aS resources in which labor is invested to bring them into production. 
The basis of calculations in this case, as we see it, should be the value 

f the recovered oil (in wholesale prices) per unit of deposit area. Then 
it is necessary to determine the value of the total annual oil recovered 
from the entire deposit area and make a value estimate of the industrially 
recoverable oil reserves remaining in the ground, in terms of differing 

categories, on the basis of reliable geological data. 

This criterion will also make it possible to express the relative value of 

ertain deposits. The value will be determined on the basis of their income 

ield and profitability. The basis for calculations in this case, as we 

‘e it, should be the balance profit earned by the production associations 

per unit of area of their deposits. 

in terms of relative economic value under the proposed criterion, the best 
leposits should be those which produce the most oil per unit of area 

issuming equivalent outlays). In our opinion these deposits should be 
:luated on a scale of 100 (a 100-point coefficient). It will reflect the 

elative (in this case the highest) value of the oil deposits. The indica- 
»f relative value of the other oil fields put into production should 

be set in points with respect to this highest coefficient. The point scale 
iluation of these deposits will, in principle, depend on the volume of oil 

recovered evs unit of area assuming equivalent capital investments. The 
ilue (in points) of oil deposits put into production take account 

ill their natural and economic characteristics. 

\t present wholesale oil prices, the point-scale economic evaluation of oil 
jeposits will be regional (by different oil regions). If a uniform oil 

price is established nationwide this evaluation will be generalized. The 
establishment of a single oil price, of course, will also raise new problems. 
First, it will become necessary to work out scientifically substantiated 

yvstematic and methodological procedures for the state to take from those 
production associations recovering the best quality oil and located in 

favorable natural geological and territorial conditions the additional rent 
profit of the first form they have obtained on the natural (original) basis. 
Second, practical considerations will make it necessary to work out scien- 

tifically substantiated recommendations on the optimal distribution of the 
idditional rent profit of the second form on the economic basis between the 
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ctivating strata in order to boost oil yields to amounts comparabl. to 

tegrated program of ,jadustrial introduction of new oil recovery techniques 
a 

mtinued. As L. I. Brezhnev remarked in the Accountability Report of the 
CPSU cC to the 25th party congress, “the practical introduction of n y 

entific ideas is no less important today than their development.” 
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de must make use of chemical, thermal, and other technique. of 

covery of new deposits. To resolve this vital task a long-range 

been worked out. 

tigation of the problem of economic evaluation of oil deposits on the 
retical plane is just the beginning of a major undertaking that will be 
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: r i ind natural gas,” say B. Vaynshteyn, 

“N. kol “are not now consistent with socially 

y < labor” (VOPROSY EKONOMIKI Ne 10, 1978, p 21). 

f wholesale oil prices,” write V. i. Grayfer and M. 

adequate to ensure normal functioning of the 

rinciples of cost-accounting and for stimulating the 
motion of this scarce resource” (NEFTYANOYE KHOZYAYSTVO 

slating rent when prices do not coincide with 

lay m turning out the product has also been 

i. P. Fedorent and T. S. Khachaturov. See Fedorenko, 

f Natural Resources," VOPROSY EKONOMIKI No 3, 

; Khachaturov, T.. “Zconomic Evaluation of Natural 
ROSY EKONOMIKI No 1, 1969, Dp 72. 

** it land is “the space which is necessary as the condi- 

nd of production and any kind of human activity,” “an 

ndition for production of every sector of an economy, 

th agriculture” (Marx, K., and Engels, F., 

, Part 2, pp 335, 187). 
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che 25th CPSU Congress," Moscow, Politizdat, 1976, p 48. 
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LEGAL UNIFICATION OF ALL TYPES OF TRANS 

Moscow KHOZYAYSTVO I PRAVO in Russian No &. ; 

[Article by E. Vladimirov, chief of mingazprom's le; sé 

chief legal consultant: ~ 
Operations" ] 

[Text] Along with rail, water, air and automotive transport more 

Significance is b itta ir to pipeline t 

measures for its furt ‘velopment are stipulated in the “Basic Dire 

tions for Developing the USSR National Economy During 1976-1980." A ma‘ 

portion of oil, varicus petroleum p- oducts, natural an ynthet 2a 

gas condensate is transported alo Dip nes. Vii anc 2as t ine mail 

occupy a fundamental piace in this type of transport. 

Pipelines, along which oil or gas is moved from the extraction or produc- 

tion sites to the cities, populated areas or industrial enterprises, are« 

illed mains. evera them have important iternationa ignificance 

as, tor ‘xamp i . i + eling } nb. il aa is Se line Sov 

wi | \, : Vs at | ° > : > . ~*~ — 7 ’ | , as - > o~ : a ~~ « > ~ 
nit sa ’ is recentiy " : + iLO i) rar . LA r apes aart ‘ : , .% A par. 

. : . , 

either the Ministry of tt Sas Indust Ss system or e Ministr: tr the 

Oil Industry's svsten. 

ul . nduerrwe in : » «+ f er? : 
Management of the oil and ga ing y an rGa [ ' al 

. n . , ' . , , . ' , 
USSR Seviet of Ministers’ Resoluti lated arch i973 “Concerning Cer 

Measures for Further Improvement of Industry Management,” is accom: 

wccording to the eeneral plan approved bw the USSR Council of Ministe 

which specifies e 2and 3 Lis tem 

since management of both i 

ences from the legal standpoint, particular 
. 

r 

System wiil be examined especially since it , ' 

Line transport w h is growing at , 

ee ——— —— 

Questions concerning pipeline transport ar 
khozyaystvo,” Mate ri i 5 -teb? my 

cheskiy trud” 



Thus, during the 10th Five-Year Plan alone it is planned that the length 

of gaslines will be increased by almost 30,000 kn. 

A powerful gas economy has been created in the country; more than 300 gas 
and gas condensate deposits and approximately 5,000 operating wells are 

being worked, 117,000 km of gas pipelines, 25 underground storage tanks, 
and more than 200 compressor plants with an established total capacity of 
more than 12 million kilowatts are in operation. Now successfully operating, 
the USSR Unified Gas Supply System is comprised of a closely connected com- 

plex of gas works, gas mains, underground storage tanks and gas distribution 
systems that are carrying on the uninterrupted technological process of 

supplying users through the Central Dispatcher Administration. 

[t should be noted that the gas industry sprang from the oil industry which 

has to a significant degree defined its similarities; as an independent 
industry it has only been developed for a little more than 20 years. None- 

theless, in such a short period of time the extent of gas mainlines has in- 
creased by a factor of eight which testifies to the growth of this mode of 
transport. However, the legal regulation of its activities remains unchanged. 

Thus, the Reguiations for Supplying Gas to Gas Mains and Consumers was 

ratified bv State Arbitration under the USSR Council of Ministers on 31 July 
1961, when the total length of gas pipelines numbered only about 17,000 km 
and there was no large gas pipeline system. The gas main administration 
system has now been reorganized, inter-relations between the management 
agencies have changed as well as their operations and the management 

agencies themselves have also changed. However, up until now there has 
been no normative act which reflects even partially the changes which have 
occurred. 

Legal licerature also silently sidesteps the pressing questions of legal 

regulation for such a long term mode of transport as pipelines. Among the 

works of the last 20 years it is possible to name only a few that are 
devoted to this question. + And pipeline transport is not even mentioned 
in textbooks in the chapter on the legal regulation of transport operations. 

At the same time pipeline transport comprises an integral part of the USSR 

unified transportation system. This is acknowledged by existing legisla- 
tion as well. 

What agencies, then manage the operations of pipeline transport and what is 

their legal status? 0. Sadikov researched the agencies that are using gas 
mains and included among them, gas mains administrations of the rayon gas 
pipeline administrations under their jurisdiction, the board of directors 
for gas pipelines and their branches which are under construction.2 Not 

even mentioning that no gas main administration or rayon administration 
exists at present, (they ceded their position to production combines for 
transportation and delivery of gas and to linear production gas main 
administrations about which more is said below) control over gas pipelines 
and their branches which are under construction in our opinion cannot 

also be given to management agencies that are using gas pipelines. Their 
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, gas extraction and transport administrations 
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7 It should be noted, however, that the legal status of all of these agencies 

is defined not only by statutes (or charters) concerning specific enter- 

prises or associations but also by other normative acts. In this regard 
we are again touching upon the Regulations for Supplying Gas by means of 

pipeline mains to the consumers which must regulate the relations between 

the management agencies in all operations related to the transport of gas 

along the pipeline mains. The Regulations govern the relationships between 

suppliers and gas supplying organizations and also between gas supply organiza- 
tions and consumers. At the same time there is not one word in the Regula- 

tions concerning the relations among gas supplying organizations. Contracts 
for supplying gas (point 4 of the Regulations) must be concluded between 

suppliers and gas supplying organizations and also between the latter and 
consumers. Such contracts are also concluded among gas supplying organiza- 

tions; however, the obligation to conclude such a contract is not stipulated 
by any normative act. But if in a given instance only one link is excluded 
from the sphere of legal regulations,* and on the whole the relationship 

for transporting gas and oil may be considered to be regulated, then the 

relationships in using pipelines (and they comprise a majority in the 
"“Tattransgas” association, for example) are in general not regulated by 
any normative acts. But is it necessary to promulgate separate acts for 
each type of pipeline? We consider it unnecessary. 

Work is now going on to unify and systematize management legislation. It 
touches upon legislation concerning pipeline transport as well. Thus, in 
April 1979 the USSR Council of Ministers approved Regulations for safe- 

guarding pipeline mains? which extend to all types of pipeline. We feel 

that it is possible and necessary to regulate and unify the legal rela- 
tions tor transporting various products along the pipelines which will 
be a step forward on the road toward unifying the legal policies for trans- 

porting goods by various means of conveyance. 

The relationships between the management organizations that deliver goods by 
pipeline mains are the same as any other type of transport that are the 

result of a contract. What type of contract should this be? Contracts 
which are regulated by legislation related to the conveyance process have 

been concluded for all types of transport. Proceeding from the identical 
relationships which arise for all types of transport, analogous con- 
tracts must be concluded by the agencies which use the pipelines since no 
one would argue the fact that the transfer of products by pipeline is a 

transport operation. However, the Special Conditions for Supplying Oil 
'o mot indicate exactly what types of contracts must be concluded between 
the oil extraction enterprises, the oil pipeline administrations and the 
sil refining enterprises; although from its content it may be concluded 

that they must be supply contracts. The Regulations for Supplying Gas 
mention the contracts for supplying gas, from which S. Dudnikov drew the 

onclusion that contracts which are concluded that include pipeline mains 
should be regarded as a special type of economic agreement and should be 
so named in the contracts for transporting products along the pipeline 

mains.” In our opinion there is no basis for speaking about special types 
or contracts. 
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agency. As is well known, 95 percent of the forfeited amount goes into 

the state budget and only 5 percent remains with the management agency. 

Consequently, as a result of the existing accounting system, the Ministry 
of the Gas Industry's management system put several million rubles into 
the budget instead of only one. During transport, for example, on a rail- 

road such an irrational use of means would not have been possible since 
similar contracts are not concluded between the railroad administration; 

in accordance with the railroad Charter (article 170) the responsibility 
is placed on the railroad administration that is doing the transporting 
and a transport organization that is guilty of having made insufficient 
deliveries may be brought to trial only in the capacity of corespondent. 
This means that if the products were to be repumped along pipelines in 

accordance with contracts that are analogous to transport contracts and 
not supply contracts the sums would be retained which are now being used 

to pay sanctioned fines and the volume of work related to claims and suits 
would be reduced. 

The irregularity of the relationships between the gas supply organizations 
results in difficulties in applying the Regulations for Supplying Gas when 
the terms of the contracts are not fulfilled by gas transport associations. 
Thus, for insufficient supplies of gas the forfeiture is set at the amount 
of five percent of the cost of the gas which is lacking as per the contracts 

that are concluded between the supplier and the gas supply organizations 
and in the amount of five percent between gas supply organizations and the 

consumers as per the same contracts. And in what amount must a forfeiture 
be exacted as per the agreements between gas supply organizations? Unfor- 
tunately this question is not regulated by legislation which in practice 

results in definite difficulties. 

There is one more question which demands investigation and normative 

regulation--compensation for the losses suffered by pipeline transport 
agencies for insufficient supplies to export as a result of differences 
in prices in domestic and foreign markets. For example, domestic trade 

organizations are exacting a sum from the “Soyuzzarubezhgazprom" (The 
Soviet Union Foreign Gas Industry), which in the Ministry of the Gas 
Industry's system is responsible for supplying gas for export, for insuffi- 

cient supplies of gas in accordance with the price of gas established by 
the international agreement. At the same time the association cannot shift 
the complete losses onto the guilty organization since arbitration in rela- 
tionships between ministry organizations must be influenced by a lower 
price. 

In conclusion we shall once again return to the contracts which are concluded 
between pipeline transport agencies. We have no doubt that the supply con- 
tract for delivering gas is unacceptable for relationships that are engaged 
in transporting products along pipelines. However, it is also obvious 
that these relations do not embrace the concept of transport. Therefore, 
it would be expedient in the future to characterize all modes of conveyance as 

transport and refrain from using the more narrow term "carrying." On the one 



hand this would not lead to the creation of special types of contracts as 

suggested by S. Dudnikov, and on the other it would integrally link all 
the types of contracts that are concluded for transport into a single well 
organized system that is regulated by economic legislation. 
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